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This paper is an attempt at an elementary presentation 
of what the author considers to be the most applicable and 
interesting properties of generalized inverses of matrices. 
We shall pay particular attention to a discussion of those 
properties concerned with the pseudo-inverse of a rectangu- 
lar matrix. This structure was first studied by Moore, who 
used the name general reciprocal, and later it was studied 
by Penrose, who used the name generalized inverse. 
The present discussion is what I deem to be the most 
practical way to present this material with the expectation 
that some of the readers of this paper will not be very well 
acquainted with abstract mathematics. I should like to 
apologize if all credit for work is not properly placed and 
refer those interested readers to the list of references, 
where practically all the material presented here is discussed 
in detail. 
I wish to thank all the people who were involved in the 
preparation and presentation of this paper. In particular, I 
should like to express my gratitude to E. R. Lancaster, who 
proof-read the manuscript and made many valuable suggestions, 
- and to C. A. Rohde, who was kind enough to let me read his 
doctoral thesis (Ref. 25), and whose suggestions were of 
immeasurable aid to me in the compilation and presentation 




- 1 -  
To begin, we shall r eca l l  some results and def ini t ions 
from matrix theory. If n andm are natura l  numbers, an n x m 
m a t r i x  A will be a rectangular array of real numbers 
which w i l l  be denoted by [a. .], o r  A 1 S i S n, 1 s j S m. 
The transpose of A, denoted by A', w i l l  mean the m x n matrix 
1 J  i j'
whose ( i , J ) t h  en t ry  i s  a... 
matrix [a 
matrix 
The i t h  row of A i s  the  1 x m -J 1  
. a 1. The j th  column of A i s  the n x 1 -il im 
Thus, the transpose A' of A i s  the matrix whose columns are 
the  rows of A. 
i s  defined, (AB) 
(A+B) 
and an m-column vector w i l l  mean an m x l m a t r i x .  When the 
meaning is  c l ea r  from t h e  context, an m-row o r  column vector 
w i l l  simply be ca l led  an m-vector, o r  vector. 
We note that for  matrices A and B whose product 
= B f A f ,  and f o r  A and B whose sum i s  defined, 
= A f + B f .  An m-row vector will mean a 1 x m matrix, 
Note t h a t  i f  
x i s  an m-column vector, then x '  is  an m-row vector and vice 
, versa. In what follows, unless otherwise stated, we s h a l l  
always mean t h a t  x i s  a column vector, and we s h a l l  wr i te  x' 
when we wish t o  refer  t o  the  corresponding row vector ,  
Let A, B 
We define the  
A i s  n xm, B 
be n x m matrices with A = [a 1 and B = [bij]. i d  
n x m matrix A+B by (A+B) = [a + b 3. If 
i j  i j  i j  
i s  m x p, we define the  n x p matrix C = AB by 
m 
c = F a  i k b k j  
i j  
k= l  
The n x m matrix 6 i s  the matrix a l l  of whose en t r i e s  a re  
zeros. 
where 
The n x n matrix In i s  the n- ident i ty  matrix [ S  ] i j  
o i f i f j  
Thus 
The n x n matrix D i s  ca l led  a diagonal matrix, denoted by 
D = diag {ai, . . . , an} i f  the non-diagonal en t r i e s  a re  
zeros, and Dii = a 1 C i 5 n.  iJ 
~hus D = diag { ai, . . . , an] 
The n x n matrix A i s  ca l led  symmetric i f  A = A ' ,  and 
3 
. 
idempotent if A2 = A. 
Let  A be an n x m matrix. An n x n matrix B such that 
BA = A i s  cal led a l e f t  ident i ty  f o r  A, while an m x m matrix 
T such that AT = A is cal led a r i g h t  i den t i ty  f o r  A. 
matrix A is  ca l led  inver t ib le  o r  non-singular i f  there  i s  an 
n x n matrix B such that AB = BA = In. When such a matrix B 
 exist.^, it. is unique and denoted by A - l .  A - l  i s  cal led the 
inverse of A. 
singular. 
o r  orthonormal matlzx. 
The n x n 
If the matrix A is  not invert ible ,  it i s  cal led 
A matrix P such that P - l  = PI i s  cal led an orthogonal, 
We shall need the following result which we state without 
proof (See Ref .  3). 
Theorem 1.1: 
i s  an orthogonal matrix P such that 
Le t  A be an n x n symmetric matrix. Then there 
where the A 
d i s t i nc t .  
are  non-zero scalars  which may o r  may not be 
I 
The matrix R with s non-zero rows i s  said t o  be i n  row 
reduced echelon form i f  the following are sa t i s f ied :  
i )  If a row i s  not a l l  zero, i t s  leading non-zero 
term i s  1. 
ii) A l l  of the non-zero rows are above the rows 




iii) If the ith non-zero row has i t s  leading non-zero 
term in the jth - column, then the leading non- 
zero term in each row above row i appears in 
a column to the left of column j; for 1 s i s s 
If the leading non-zero term in the ith row 
appears in the jz column, then the other 




The matrix C is said to.be in column reduced echelon form 
if C '  is in row reduced echelon form. 
of R as being row reduced or in row reduced form. 
We may sometimes speak 
It is well-known (see Ref. 17) that any n x m matrix A 
can be put into a unique row reduced form by elementary row 
operations. If R is this row-reduced form of A, there is a 
non-singular n x n matrix P such that PA = R. 
Similarly, we may use elementary column operations to 
obtain a column reduced form B of R. When this is done, it 
is seen that there is a non-singular m x m matrix Q such that 
where the 6 ' s  stand for zero matrices of appropriate sizes and 
r s min {m,n]. 
We shall occasionally have use for so-called partitioned 
matrices. These are matrices whose entries are themselves 
matrices. We observe that, assuming all operations are 
5 
defined, these matrices may be handled 88 though the en t r i e s  
were scalars .  
t o  separate the submatrix entr ies .  
PI is  an n l  x n2 matrix,  P2 is an n3 x n2 m a t r i x  and 
Q = [Q1 1 &T where Q1 is  an 
matrix, then we have FQ is an (n1+n3) x (4+ns)  matrix given by 
When using parti t ioned matrices, we may use l i n e s  
For example, i f  P = - 
F:he- 
x 4 matrix, &2 is an n2 x n5 
If A i s  an n x n matrix, the t race  of A i s  defined by 
n 
1 Aii tr A = 
i=1 
The t race  has the  following properties: 
i )  For matrices A, B such that AB and BA ex is t ,  
trfAB) = tr(BA). 
where P i s  non-singular and PAP-’ ex i s t s .  
Hence, tr(PAP”) = tr A, 
ii) trfA+B) = t d A )  + t r ( B )  where A+B ex i s t s .  
A f i n i t e  s e t  of vectors {xi, . . ., xn] i s  ca l led  l i nea r ly  
dependent i f  there are n rea l  numbers cl, . . ., c not a l l  n n’ 
zero, such t h a t  7 c x  = o .  
i=1 
If {xi]: are  not l inear ly  dependent, they a re  said t o  be 
l i nea r ly  independent. 
A row o r  column vector space V is a col lect ion of row o r  
column vectors such t h a t  
6 
i )  x, y L VS x + y d  and 
i i )  XGV and c, a real  number* CXCV. 
, 
A subspace W of a vector space V i s  a subset of V which 
i s  i t s e l f  a vector space. Thus, f o r  example, the col lect ion 
of a l l  n-column vectors (n  i s  fixed) whose first coordinate 
i s  zero is a subspace of the vector space consisting of a l l  
n-column vectors ,  
If {xi]: i s  a f i n i t e  col lect ion of vectors, a vector x 
n i s  said t o  be a l i nea r  combination of the  vectors xi, ..., x 
i f  there a re  n r e a l  numbers c1, ..., c such that 
x = f c x 
l i n k ;  combinations of XI, . . . , x 
v = L {XI, ..-, xn], ca l led  the  space spanned by the vectors 
xl, ..., x A l i nea r ly  independent spanning set  of vectors 
f o r  a vector space V i s  ca l led  a basis f o r  V. 
n 
The col lect ion V of a l l  vectors which a re  




It can be 
proved (Ref. 17) that  every vector space has a basis and tha t  
any two bases f o r  the  same vector space have the number of 
elements. In a l l  of our discussions involving a vector space 
V, we sha l l  assume that  there i s  a f i n i t e  basis for  V.  We sha l l  
say t h a t  V i s  f i n i t e  dimensional and tha t  the dimension of V, 
d i m  V, i s  n, where n i s  the number of elements i n  a basis fo r  V.  
For  example, l e t  V be the set of a l l  n-column vectors. 
It i s  c l ea r  t ha t  the n-vectors e 
ft>rrna basis f o r  V, and that  t h i s  basis has exactly n elements. 
= LO, . . . , 0, lJ, 0, . . .I' 
j 
Now we return t o  an n x m matrix A. The row (column) 
7 
space of A i6 the vector space spanned by the rows (columns) 
of A .  me dimension of the row (column) space of A is  
ca l l ed  the  r o w  (column) rank of  A. It can be shown that f o r  
any matrix, row rank A = column rank A.  This comunn number 
i s  ca l led  the rank of A and denoted by r k  A. 
f o r  any matrix A, rk A = r k  A ' .  
This shows that 
If x and y a re  n-column vectors, the inner o r  dot product, 
(x,y), of x and y i s  the number ty so that xly = [cy]. 
s i tua t ion  we may choose t o  ident i fy  the matrix [a] w i t h  the  
In t h i s  
r e a l  number cy itself and write x'y = 






(x, y) = (y, x) 
(x, Y) = (x, Cyy) = (ax, y) = dx, y) 
(XI + x2. y) = (XI, y) + (x2, y) 
(x, Y 1  + Y2) = (x, y1) + (x, yz) 
Ix, x) 2 0, and (x, x) = o*x = 6. 
Here x, XI, x2, y, y1, y2 are a31 vectors of the same 
dimension, and cy i s  a r e a l  number. Property i )  i s  ca l led  
commutativity. 
product as being b i l inear  function. 
posi t ive def ini teness .  
of x i s  the  number (x, x)". 
Properties i i )  - i v )  characterize the  inner 
Property v) is  cal led 
For a vector x, the norm or magnitude 
1 
This i s  denoted by llxll and has 
8 
L e t  A be an n x m matrix, y be a fixed n-vector. Consider the  
numbers 1k-yll as x varies  through a l l  m-vectors. 
unique number ipf 11px-yll t o  be the number cy such t h a t  
We define the  
i )  cy ~ p - y l l  f o r  a l l  m-vectors x. 
i i )  If B i s  any number so t h a t  B 5 Ip-yl l  f o r  a11 
m-vectors x, then g 5 cy, 
Two vectors x and y are ca l led  orthogonal i f  (x, y) = 0 .  
We write x 1 - y .  
f o r  a l l  Y ~ V ,  x L y .  
A vector x i s  orthogonal t o  a vector space V if 
We write x L V .  Similarly,  two  vectors spaces 
V and W are orthogonal i f ,  f o r  a l l  xeV, yew, x A y .  
We w i l l  need the  following well-known resu l t s :  
Theorem 1.2. If A i s  an n x m matrix, B an m x p matrix, then 
rk  AB r k  A, and rk AB rk  B. 
Proof: L e t  us f i r s t  note t h a t  f o r  any matrices A and B whose 
product i s  defined, the rows of AB are  i n  the row space of B, and 
the columns of AB are i n  the column space of A .  
Now, i f  W and V are vector spaces with W C  V, then d i m  W d i m  V. 
Hence, 
rk AB = row rk  AB row rk B = rk B and 
rk AB = col  rk AB co l  rk  A = rk  A. Q.E.D. 
If A is  an n x m matrix, the range of A, R l A ) ,  i s  the  column 
space of A. 
x such t h a t  Ax = 0 .  It can be shown tha t  
The n u l l  space of A, N(A), i s  the  col lect ion of m-vectors 
- 
(1) d i m  R(A)  + d i m  N ( A )  = m 
Thus, 
rk A + dim NlA)  = m 
9 
The reason f o r  the name of R(A) is c lear  since f o r  any m-vector 
x, Axe column space of A. 
W e  say that a vector space V is the d l r ec t  sum of subspaces 
W 1  and W2, writ ten W l a W 2 ,  i f  every vector xcV can be writ ten 
uniquely as 
If W is a subspace of V, the s e t  of vectors orthogonal t o  W is  
a subspace of V cal led the orthogonal cmplement of W, denoted 
by W . It can be proved that V = W 8 W  . If a vector space V 
i s  the d i rec t  sum of W1 and W2, then W 1  n W, = { b ] .  
I c 
If the vector x c v is writ ten in its unique &m x = x1 + x2 
With XI 8 W, ~2 8 & , then the vector x1 is  cal led the orthogonal 
projection, or, more simply, the prodection of x onto W. We write 
x1 = proj (x; w) . 
Theorem 1.3 
d i m  N(A) .  
Proof: W e  First show that N(A'A)CN(A).  Let  x e N(A'A). Then 
Let  A be nxm. Then I ( A ' A )  = N(A), and hence d i m  N(A'A) = 
A'Ax = 6 + x ' A ' A x  = 6+(Ax, Ax) = O + A x  = O + X  G NlA) .  
Conversely, l e t  Ax = 0, then A'Ax = 0, and hence x 8 N(A'A) .  Q.E.D. 
Corollary 1.1. 
Proof: By (l), 
If A i s  nxm, then rk A = rk A'A = rk  AA'. 
-
m = rk(B'A) + dim N(A'A) = rk  A + dim N(A) and from 
Theorem 1.3, r k  A'A = rk  A.  
10 
Now interchanging A and A '  i n  t h i s  result, we obtain r k  AA' = 
r k  A' = rk A .  Q.E.D. 
L e t  us remark, that although our development i s  confined 
t o  vector spaces over the  real numbers, t h e  analogous development 
f o r  complex vector spaces requires only the  subs t i tu t ion  of A*, 
the conjugate transpose of A, f o r  A' ,  the ordinary transpose of 
A, i n  every statement involving A'. 
11 
Perhaps the main application of matrix theory I s  the insight 
it gives us uhen we try to analyze a system of linear equations, 
Say 
a x1 + .  . . + a n m x m =  yn 
nl 
It is well-known that this system can be rewritten 88 the 
matrix equation Ax = y, where A = [aij], 
In the case where A is square and non-singular, a unique solution 
exists for every vector y. This is e v e n  by xo = A-’ y. In the 
case Where A is square and s i n e  or A is not square, the system 
may have a solution, or it may not have one. 
The advantages of a generalized Inverse, Ag, of an arbitrary 
matrix A are the following: 
i) It t ~ ~ w a y s  exists, and when the equation AX = y 
IS consistent, i.e. has a solution, ~0 = A ~ Y  is 
one such solution. 
If Ax = y is inconsistent, i.e. has no solution, the ii) 
methods of working with a g . i .  can be used to obtain 
a best approximate solution in the sense that we may 
f ind  a vector ~0 so t h a t  11 - y 1 1  i s  as small as 
possible.  That i s ,  we may f ind  a vector xo so t h a t  
With t h i s  introduction, l e t  us  then make the  
Definition 11.1 
I 
Let A be an n x m matrix. An m x n matrix Ag 
i s  ca l led  a g . i .  of A i f  AA'A = A. 
Theorem 11.1 - (Bose). If A i s  n x m, a g . i .  A Q of A always ex i s t s .  
Proof: (Ref. 25) We know t h a t  we may row and column reduce A 
t o  obtain the matrix B where 
The rk A = r, and the  number of zeros i n  each block i s  such that 
B i s  n x m. T h i s  is  equivalent t o  saying t h a t  there  are non-singular 
nxn mxm 
matrices P and Q such t h a t  
(1) PA& = B which implies 
A = P - ~ B Q - ~  
It i s  c lear  t h a t  i f  Bg i s  taken t o  be B' ,  we have 
( 2 )  B B ~ B  = B. 
We define Ag = QBgP. Then, 
A A ~ A  = p-1 B Q - ~  QBQ~P-IBQ-~ 
= P-~BB~BQ-~ = P-~BQ-~ = A. Q.E.D. 
and B g i s  any g . i .  of B, then QBgP i s  a g. i .  of A.  
Corollary 11.1. I f  PA& = B where P and Q are  non-singular matrices, 
I -  
Theorem 11.2 
of A i s  given by QB% where Bg i s  some g . i .  of B. 
- Proof: L e t  A' be any g . i .  of A.  Then, 
If A i s  m u ,  PAQ = B as above, then every g. i .  AQ 
it i s  eas i ly  seen that we may define 
where U, V, W a re  a rb i t r a ry  matrices of appropriate dimensions, 
and we s t i l l  have BB% = B. 
g . i .  's f o r  a matrix. 
Thus, i n  general, there may be many 




and Ag = A - l  by l e f t  multiplication by A- l .  
If A i s  an n x n, non-singular matrix, then Ag = A - l '  
Since A is  non-singular, the  only l e f t  i den t i ty  f o r  A i s  
We know that A A ~  i s  a l e f t  ident i ty  f o r  A. nus, A A ~  = I ~ ,  
Q.E.D. 
We should comment here that ,  i n  general (AB)' # BgAg. However, 
i f  B and C are non-singular, then 
14 
-1 8 -1 (BAc)g = C A B  . 
.' 
,.The next theorem, due t o  Penrose, gives the  u t i l i t y  o f  the g . i .  i n  
solving a matrix equation. 
Theorem 11.4. 
1) 
Let A be n x m, B be p x q, C be n x q. 
The matrix equation A X B = C has a solut ion i f  and only 
if there are  g . i .  's Ag of A and Bg of B so t h a t  AA g g  CB B = C. 
general solut ion X by choosing A g g  , B 
2) If A X B = C i s  consistent,  then we obtain the most 
fixed, but a r b i t r a r y  g . i . ' s  
and se t t i ng  
x = A g g  CB + Y - A ~ A Y B B ~  
where Y i s  an a r b i t r a r y  m x p matrix. 
Proof: 1) Suppose A X B = C has the solut ion Xo, then i f  A' 
and B Q are any g . i . ' s  of A and B, 
g g  c = A X ~ B  = AAQA xo BBQB = AA CB B. 
Conversely, i f  AA g g  CB B = C for some Ag and Bg, then A g Q  CB i s  a 
solution t o  AXB = C .  
2) Suppose AXB = C i s  consistent,  and A g g  , B a re  any g . i .  ' s  
of A and B. Then the matrix 
g i 3  x = A CB + Y - A ~ A  Y B B ~  
i s  a solut ion f o r  any m x p matrix Y. Conversely i f  X, i s  any 
solution, then Xo i s  m x p, and AXOB = C.  IIence, 
= A Q Q  CB + x, - AQA X, BB~. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 11.2 
dimensions, then Ax = y i s  consistent i f  and only i f  there i s  a 
g . i .  Ag so that AAgy = y. 
If A is  n x my x and y are vectors of appropriate 
When Ax = y is  consistent, the  most 
general solution i s  given by 
€5 where A is  any g . i .  of A, and z is an a r b i t r a r y  m-vector. 
We note that  the  general l inear  system 
3 )  AlXBl  + A z m  + . . . +ArXBr = C  
may be rewri t ten as follows. 
Pxq 
Let f )  Bk = pi;] = PIk\ . . I 3 
k k 
where Bi i s  the i t h  column of B . -




v i )  
v i i )  
v i i i )  
r 
v 
mp x 1 
X" =rl xP 
QIrmxl 
X*" 
k k n x pm 
Dik  
C = [C,! . . I C ] where Ci i s  the ith column of C. 
9 
sk 
l o  D 1 
Then 1 42 X Bk = C may be rewritten l f Y , r  X"" = C". 
k=l k=l  
Thus ( 3 )  may be-analyzed as above. 
I -  
Now that the reader has seen the  preceding results, he might 
wonder what happens i f  the system Ax = y is  inconsistent.  
turns  out that through the use of generalized inverses, we may 
obtain vectors which are as "close" t o  solutions as possible i n  the 
following sense. 
Definit ion III.l. A vector i s  said t o  minimize the equation 
A x = y i f  
It 
IF- Yll = inf Ib - 
X 
We shal l  show t h a t  there  i s  
nom which minimizes Ax = y, and 
solution vector or, more simply, 
Y I 1  
a unique vectam x, of smallest 
we w i l l  c a l l  t h i s  the minimal 
the minimal vector f o r  Ax = y. 
When referr ing t o  the minimization of Ax = y, we may use the more 
suggestive terminology of the minimization of lb - yll. 
To begin this discussion, we prove a well-known theorem which 
dates  back t o  the t i m e  of Gauss. 
Theorem 111.1 The following conditions on a vector 2 a re  equivalent: 
I) 2 minimizes &=y. 
2) 
3) 
G = proj  (y; R ~ A ) ) .  
x satisfies A'Ax = A'y .  
- 
Proof :' W e  shall prove 1)e2) and then 2) -3). We need the fo l -  
lowing lemmas: 
Lemma III.l. Let  A be an n x m MttriX then 
A 
a)  N(A) = R ( A ~ )  
L 
b) N(A')  = R(A) 
woof of Lemma 111.1, Since a) follows from b) and the f a c t s  t h a t  
= R(A), and ( A ' ) '  = A, it i s  su f f i c i en t  t o  prove b) .  
L e t  x e N(At). We show that x 8 R(A) . mat is, we must 
1 A  
(R(A)  
1. 
show i f  t e R(A), ( x , t )  = 0. We know that there  i s  a y so t h a t  
t = Ay. Thus ( x , t )  =(x ,A~)  = y'  A'x = y'0 = 0.  
I 
Hence N(A')CR(A) . 
Now we show t h a t  i f  x / N ( A ' ) ,  then the vector y = A(A'x)&(A), 
Indeed, if A'x f 6 ,  then (A'x,A'x)  f 0 .  and (y, x) # 0 . But 
Hence (y,x) # 0. Q.E.D. 
Lema 111.2. 
*:T nn n-vector. Then 
L e t  A be n x m, and Ax = y where x i s  an m-vector, 
vhere 
L 
y1 = p r o j  (y; R(A)  ) . 
Proof of lemma 111.2. Since y i s  an n-vector, we may write 
A 
Y = YO + y1 with yo Q R(A) ,  y1 Q R ( A )  . 
Then 
2 2 2 2 
II Ax-y II = 11 &-Yo I! + 11 Y 1  11 2 II Y 1  l l  * 
Since yo Q R(A) ,  we conclude that 
co ro l l a ry  111.1 lb-yl12 = if and only i f  
Now t o  the proof of theorem II'I.1: 
from Corollary III.l. 
1)-2)). This follows e a s i l y  
2) e 3 ) .  Suppose 2) is t rue .  Let = yo then 
A ' y  = A'y, + A'y1 = A'yo 
1 
since yl 8 R(A) = N ( A ' ) .  nus A'Y = A ' E ~  3) is  true. 
Conversely, l e t  2 be such that A ' G  = A ' y  then 
But 
so 
1. & - yo Q N(A')  = R(A) 
- + - yo = 0 9 fi  = yo and hence 
- 
x minimizes Ib-yII. Q.E.D. 
The advantage of this  r e su l t  i s  that it enables us t o  
t r ans l a t e  the problem of minimizing lb-yll t o  the e a s i e r  problem 
of finding a solut ion t o  the  equation A'Ax = A ' y .  
solut ion a l w a y s  e x i s t s  since A'y Q 
shal l  be in te res ted  i n  finding the unique solut ion ~0 of A'Ax = A ' y  
Such a 
R ( A t )  = R(A'A). Later we 
2 0  
which has smallest  norm, i . e . ,  the  minimal vector f o r  Ax = y, 
but now we content ourselves with f inding any x such t h a t  A'Ax = A'y. 
According t o  what has been sa id  (Corollary 11.2), a solut ion 
t o  A ' A x  = A'y i s  given by Z = (AIA)gA'y where (AtA)g i s  any g . i .  
of A'A.  Since the equations A'Ax = A'y are ca l led  the normal 
equations f o r  Ax = y, we are  l ed  t o  the following. 
Definition 111.2. 
An = (AtA)gAt where (A'A)g i s  any g . i .  of A'A i s  ca l led  a 
If A i s  an n x m matrix, then the  m x n matrix 
normalized generalized inverse of A.  
This s t ruc ture  was first studied by Zelen, who used the term 
weak generalized inverse. 
n n We observe f i r s t  t h a t  AA A = A, so A i s  a g . i .  of A. I n  
n fac t ,  A s a t i s f i e s  many more propert ies  which we s h a l l  study 
l a t e r ,  and which we shal l  use t o  give an equivalent de f in i t i on  of 
An. L e t  us note, i n  th i s  terminology, that the vector x = Any 
minimizes the equation Ax = y where A i s  any normalized g . i .  of A .  n 
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Let us study the normalized g.i .  An. We w i l l  show that i f  
n n A 
then the minimal vector of Ax = y is  ~0 = A y. But, before we 
do t h i s ,  l e t  us look a t  things from a s l i g h t l y  d i f fe ren t  point 
i s  a normalized 8.i.  with the property t h a t  (AnA) = A A, 
n 
of view. 
The following lemma and corollary which a re  due t o  Bose, 
a re  fo.md i n  the  paper by Rohde (Ref. 25). 
Lemma I V . 1 .  
Let X' be a p x n matrix. There ex i s t s  a p x n matrix Y 
such tha t  
1) (X'X)Y = X '  
2 )  XY i s  unique i n  the sense t h a t  i f  X'XY, = X '  
and X'XY, = X '  XY1 = xy2. 
3 )  (XY)' = xy 
4) (XY)' = XY. 
Proof 
1) 
column of X '  i s  i n  the column space of X'X. 
such that X'XY = X ' .  
2) 
To prove the existence of Y, all we need observe i s  t h a t  e-?ery 
Hence, there i s  a Y 
Suppose XtXY1 = X '  and X'XY2 = X ' .  We w i l l  show tha t  f o r  
i = 1, . . . , n, the  i t h  columns of XY1 and XY2 are  equal. -
Let Y l i  be the i t h  column of Y1, and Y 2 i  be the i t h  bol~mn - -
of Y2. 
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the inner product ( X ( Y l i  - Y Z i ) ,  X ( Y l i  - Y z i ) )  = 0 .  
* X Y l i  = X Y z i .  Q.E.D. 
3 )  (XY) '  = Y'X '  = Y'lX'XY) = (Y'X'X)'Y 
= Qr 'XY) 'Y = ( X I )  'Y = XY. 
(xY)2  = (XY) (XY) = (XY)'XY 4) 
= Y'X'XY = Y'X'  = (XY) '  = XY. Q.E.D. 
C o r o l l a r y  I V . l  -- 
3' 
The m a t r i x  A(AIA)gA1,  where (A'A)'> i s  any g . i .  of A'A, 
i s  uniquely d e t e r m i n e d ,  s y m m e t r i c  and i d e m p o t e n t .  
Proof 
The equat ion A'AX = A '  has a so lu t ion  given by X = (A'A)gA'.  
H e n c e  Ax = A(A'A)'A' has the desired properties,  by lemma I V . 1 -  
Theorem I V  .l. (Rohde) 
n n The m a t r i x  A i s  a normalized g . i .  of A if and only if A 
sstisf i e s  -the fo l lov ing:  
5 )  AAnA = A 
i;) A ~ A A ~  = A" 
7) lAAn) '  = Mn. 
Proof 
N e c e s s i t y .  
n 
I f  A i s  a n  n .g . i .  of A ,  there i s  a m a t r i x  (A'A)g such t h a t  
n Then AA A = A ( A ' A ) ~ A ' A  = A, since (A'A)gAtA is  a r i g h t  ident i ty  
f o r  A'A, and hence i s  a r-ight ident i ty  f o r  A. 
Similarly,  
by CorolLarjr I V . l .  
Sufficiency. 
From properties 6) and 7 ) ,  we have t h a t  
n r 3 w  space - 4 n ~  row space AA 
n 
= c o l m  space AA C column space A 
= rosr space A ' .  
Thus, there  i s  a matrix X such that An = XA'. 
a g . i .  of A'A. 
We show t h a t  X i s  
n Indeed, A'AXA'A = A'AA A = A'A byproperty 5) 
The character izat ion of normalized g . i . ' s  given i n  the  above 
Q.E.D. 
theorem i s  what i s  usual ly  used t o  define these s t ruc tures .  
suing t h i s  type of reasoning, l e t  us, f o r  an a r b i t r a r y  n x m matrix 
Fur- 
A, consider the  following equations: 
8) A X A = A  
9) x A x = x  
10) (Ax)' = Ax 
11) (XA)'  = XA 
We have shown that 8), 9),  10) have a solut ion for any A, and we 
s h a l l  present ly  show tha t  i n  fact these four  equations have a 
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unique solution f o r  any A. But, before we do t h i s ,  l e t  us just 
mention that  i n  the l i t e r a t u r e  so  far there  have been four  types 
of g . i . ' s  studied. These a re  obtained as follows: 
For an a r b i t r a r y  matrix A, a matrix X i s  ca l led  
a generalized inverse (g-inverse) i f  it 
s a t i s f i e s  8).  
a ref lexive generalized inverse ( r-inverse) 
if it satisfies 8), 9 ) .  
a normalized generalized inverse (n-inverse) 
i f  it s a t i s f i e s  8), 9 ) ,  and 10). 
a pseudo-inverse (p-inverse) i f  it s a t i s f i e s  
81, 9, 101, and 11). 
O u r  main purpose i s  the  study of t he  p-inverse which has the 
par t icu lar ly  nice property t h a t  it i s  unique. However, t o  f a c i l i -  
t a t e  some l a t e r  proofs, we Bha l l  give the following two results due 
t o  Rohde, who studied i n  some d e t a i l  the  properties of the f o u r  
types of g . i .  's  (Ref. 25) .  
Theorem I V .  2. 
For any n x m matrix A, and any g . i .  Ag of A, rank A@; 2 rank A, 
and rank AgA = rank AAg = rank A. 
Proof: By theorem 1.2.  
rk A 5 rk AgA 5 rk Ag; 
and 
rk A 2 rk AgA 2 rk AAgA = rk A. Q.E.D. 
Theorem m.3 
The matrix Ag is an r-inverse of A if and only if rk Ag = rk A. 
Proof: 
If Ag is an r-inverse of A, then A is a g.i. of A‘. H e n c e  
rk A s rk A- 5 rk A 
rkA = rkA . g 
Now suppose rk Ag = rk A. 
By Theorem 11.2 and the reeks which fo low it, we know that 
I L o  0 ’  
and Bg = [/ :] , where U, V, W are arbitrary 
matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
We have that rk A g = rk A = r k  B and rk A g = rk B g since 
multiplication by non-singular matrices preserves rank. 
Thus rk B = rk Bg. 
If we show that this implies that BgBBg = Bg, we have 
A g g  AA = Qf3gPP’1Q,13gP = Q B k g P  
= QBgp = Ag 
which is our desired result. 
Thus we must show BgBBg = Bg. 
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We have 
i u l r L  W - W  n-r = r k  [? 
= r k  B 
Hence, 
u -  





w l = [ v  w 
= Bg Q.E.D. 
Henceforth in this paper we shall be concerned with pseudo-inverses. 
We begin by giving the basic theorem of Penrose (Ref. 20) concerning 
the existence and uniqueness of p-inverses. 
Theorem IV.3. 
+ For any n x m matrix A, there i s  a n ique  m x n matrix A , 
called the pseudo-inverse (p-inverse) of A, satisfying: 
12) AA'A = A 
13) A+AA+ = A+ 
14) (AA+)' = AA+ 
15) (A-'A) * = A ' A  4- 
Proof 
We first note that  AA' = O e  A = 0 and then that  
16) BfLA' = CAA' *EA = CA 
and 
These follow respectively from 
18) (BAA' - CAA') (B-C) ' = (EA - CA) (BA - CA)'  
and 
19) (B  - c ) '  (A'AB - A'AC) = (AB - A C ) '  (AB - AC) 
Now, since row space AA' = r o w  s p a c e  A ' ,  there i s  a matrix W 
such tha t  W A A '  = A'.  Similarly, since c o l u m n  space A'  = column 
space A'A, there i s  a matrix Y such that  A'AY = A ' .  
L e t  us define A+ = WAY. 
Since AWAA' = AA' and A'AYA & A'A, we have that AWA = A 
and AYA = A. n u s  AA'A = AWAYA = AYA = A and A+AA+ = WAYAWAY = 
WAWAY = WAY = A'. H e n c e  12) and 13) are satisfied. 
Now, 
(AY) ' = Y'A' = Y'A'AY = CAY) 'AY 
w h i c h  shows tha t  (AY) ' i s  symmetric and hence AY = (AY) '. 
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Similarly, WA = (WA) t .  
Thus 
AA+ = AWAY = AY = (AY)' = (A')' 
and 
A+A = WAYA = WA = (WA) 1 =(A+A) t 
Hence A' = WAY is a p-inverse of A. 
Uniqueness : 
+ Let us note that for any p-inverse A of A, rk  A+ = rk A. 
Further, we have 
+ + row space A Crow space AA 
+ 
= column space AA C column space A. 
= row space A '  
+row space A+ = row space A ' .  
Similarly, column space A+ = column space A'. ~ h u s  
AIM+ = A', ana A + A A ~  = A I .  
Now, let G and X be p-inverses of A. 
Then 
G A A ' = A ' + U X = X a n d  
A'AX = A '  3 GAX = G Q.E.D. 
The following properties of the p-inverse were obtained by 
Penrose. 
Theorem rV.4. 
LetA be a matrix. Then 
20) ( A  ) = A 
21) ( A t ) +  =(A+) ' 
22) 
+ +  
A+ = A-' if A is non-singular 
+ +  23) (U)+ = h A , h a real number ,  
O i f  h = O  
1 - if h # 0.  
h 
where A+ = 
24) (A'A)+ = A + A + '  
25) If U and V are orthogonal matrices, then 
(UAV)+ = V 'A+U'. 
26) If A = EAi where A.A.' = 0 and A 
for  i # j, then A+ = C Ai . 
?A = 0 
1 J  i j  
+ 
1 
28) If A i s  s y m m e t r i c  and PA P' = D = diag 1x1,. . ,A,,O, . -01, 
then A+ = PD+P' where D" = diag {AT', . .,An -1 , 0,. . , O ] .  
+ + 29) A+A, AA+, I-A A, I-AA are a~ s y m m e t r i c ,  indempotent 
matrices. 
If A i s  normal, i .e. AA' = A'A, then AA+ = A+A and 
( A  ) = LA ) f o r  m a positive integer. 
A, A'A, A', A+A, AA+ all have rank equal t o  Trace A+A. 
30) 
m +  + m  
jl) 
Proof 
W e  shall sketch parts of the proof. 
Property 24) 
+ +  We have A'AA A 'A'A 
= A'A+TA'A (See proof of Theorem 1v.3.). 
= A'A. The other properties are similar. 
Property 27) 
We have A(A'A)+A'A = A since (A'A)+ A'A i s  a right iden t i ty  
for  A'A, and hence i s  a right ident i ty  f o r  A. 
Property 8) 
Suppose AA' = A'A.  Then 
u+ = (ut) 1 = A + ~ A '  = A+'A+AA' 
= (AA~)+AA~ = (AIA)+ A'A = A + A. 
Property 30) 
We know t h a t  rk  A = rk A'A = rk  A+ by Theorems 1.3 and IV.3. 
Now 
rk A = rk  AA'A 5 rk  A'A = r k  A 
+ + + so rk  A = rk A A, and s imi la r ly  rk A = rk  AA . 
symmetric and indempotent, there  i s  an orthogonal matrix P such t h a t  
Since A A i s  
PA'AP' = diag fl, 1, . . , 1, 0, . . , 03. 
Then 
+ tr  A+A = tr PA'AP' = r k  A A. Q.E.D. 
W e  observe tha t ,  i n  general, (AB>+ # B+A+. However, Cline 
(Ref. 5) has shown t h a t  we may f ind  matrices B 1  and A 1  such t h a t  
+ +  AB = A I B l  and (AB)' = B1 A1 
+ + In  f a c t  B1 = A AB, and A 1  = ABIBl . 
Now t h a t  we have the p-inverse, l e t  us re turn t o  our problem of 
finding t h e  m i n i m a l  solution vector of a matrix equation Ax = y 
where A i s  n x m. Recall  t h a t  we have shown t h a t  a vector xo 
minimizes the equation Ax = y i f  and only i f  A'& = A'y ,  
a lso shown t h a t  A'& = A ' y  i f  and only i f  (AIA)gA1y = A'y, and t h a t  
We have 
i f  x, = (A'A) g A'y, then x, minimizes Ax = y, where (A'Alg  i s  an 
a r b i t r a r y  g. i .  of A'A. 
n n W e  thus know t h a t  i f  ~0 = A y, for some n-inverse A of A then 
x, minimizes Ax = y. 
put  on x, so that it will be the minimal vector f o r  Ax = y. 
We now ask what fu r the r  conditions we must 
We s h a l l  show present ly  t h a t  a necessary and su f f i c i en t  condition f o r  
xo t o  be the  minimal vector i s  t h a t  it minimize Ax = y and beioilg t o  
R(A'). We w i l l  a lso  show t h a t  there i s  only one minimal vector f o r  
Ax = y. 
We then could wri te  any minimizing vector x as 
and x2 E R(A')'-. Then, since Ax2 = 0, (RlA ' )  
have t h a t  = y, and x1 E R ( A ' ) .  Thus we would have t h a t  = Gl, 
For the  t i m e  being, l e t  us assume we know these results. 
+ x2 where x1 E R(A') 
N ( A ) ) ,  we wauld 
which would mean t h a t  x1 also minimized Ax = y, and x1 E R ( A ' ) .  
we know t h a t  we can obtain a minimizing vector x by se t t i ng  x = A y 
where A i s  any n-inverse of A. 
i n  R l A ' ) ,  Any would be precisely t h e  minimal vector f o r  Ax = y. 
Now it seems reasonable t o  ask just what r e s t r i c t i o n s  on A 
But 
n 
n n From what we nave said, i f  A y were 
n 
n we need t o  insure t h a t  A y E R ( A ' ) .  This we state as t h e  fo lhwing  
themem which i s  another form of a result s t a t ed  by Albert ( R e f .  2). 
Theorem N.5. 
n 
L e t  A be an n x m matrix; A an n-inverse of A. Then i f  ( A ~ A ) '  
n n n + 
= A A, i .e. , i f  A 
y. 
then A = A . 
i s  the  p-inverse of A, A y = A y E R(A') f o r  a l l  
n Conversely,if an n-inverse A is such t h a t  Any E R(A') f o r  a l l  y, 
n + 
Proof 
n If A = A+, then A*ys R ( A ' )  = R(A') 
Conversely, i f  Any E R(A') f o r  a l l  y, then we m u s t  show t h a t  An = A'. 
I n  other  words, we m u s t  show t h a t  
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_ _ _ _ _ ~  
A+ i s  the only matrix M sa t i s fy ing:  
Theorem IV.6 I 
32) 
33) 
row space M c row space A ' .  
column space M C column space A ' ,  
34) 
35) 
AM i s  a l e f t  i d e n t i t y  f o r  A. 
MA i s  a r i g h t  i d e n t i t y  f o r  A. 
We f i r s t  prove tha t  AA' i s  the  only l e f t  i d e n t i t y  f o r  A with rows 
i n  the  row space of A' ,  and A+A i s  the  only r i g h t  i d e n t i t y  f o r  A 
with c o l m s  i n  the column space of A ' .  
Indeed, suppose t h a t  B i s  a l e f t  i d e n t i t y  of A of t he  form X A ' .  
Then 
XA'A - AA'A = 0 
+ XA'A - A(A'A)+A'A = 0 by 27) 
+ XA' = A(A'A)+A'  by 16) and the f a c t  t h a t  ( A ' ) '  = A. 
Thus 
B = XA' = AA+. 
Similarly, A'A i s  the  only r igh t  i d e n t i t y  f o r  A with columns 
i n  the column space of A ' .  
Now, t o  complete the  proof of Theorem IV.5., suppose t h a t  AI 
i s  any matrix sa t i s fy ing  32) - 35). 
Then 
A~ = A ~ A A +  = A+AA+ = A+. Q.E.D. 
The basic idea of the las t  proof i s  found i n  a paper by 
Greville (Ref. 13). 
We now prove the theorem which will pick up a l l  the loose ends 
we have l e f t .  
36)  A minimizing vector xo f o r  the  matrix equation A x  = y 
i s  the m i n i m a l  vector f o r  Ax = y i f  and only i f  x, e R ( A ' ) .  
+ 
37) The m i n i m a l  vector x, is  unique, and i s  given by ~0 = A y. 
Proof 
Suppose x, i s  the m i n i m a l  vector for Ax = y. Then ~0 has the 
unique decomposition x, = x1 + x2 where x1 = proj (x,; R ( A ' )  
x2 = proj (xo ; R ( A ' )  





= N(A),  w e  have by Theorem III.l, & = Ax1 
= p r o j  [y; R ( A ) ) .  Thus XI a l s o  minimizes Ax = y. B u t  
- 
=$ llxo112 = l ~ l I l 2 3 X ; !  = 0 . j  x, = x1 
H e n c e  
x0 e R ( A ' ) .  
Conversely, l e t  xo be a minimizing vector for Ax = y w h i c h  i s  i n  the 
range of A ' .  L e t  be any m i n i m i z i n g  vector f o r  Ax = y. We shall s h o w  
t h a t  llF\' 2 lhq,\l, and, i n  fac t ,  x, = proj (F; R l A ' ) ) .  Write x = tl + t 2  
with ti e R(A ' ) ,  t2 e R ( A ' )  = N(A). 
A 
Then 
= A t 1  = proj (y; R ( A ) )  = 
A 
~0 - tl e N(A) = R(A' )  
B u t  
x0 - tl E R ( A ' ) + X ~  = tl. 
Now f o r  the uniqueness, i f  G ,  to are t w o  m i n i m a l  vectors for Ax = y, 
the xo = proj (to; R ( A ' ) )  = to. 
+ Since A y minimizes Ax = y, and A'Y E R ( A ' ) ,  A+Y i s  the  minimal 
vector for Ax = y. Q.E.D. 
We sha l l  summarize our  r e s u l t s  i n  the  following theorems. 
Theorem IV.7 
Let A be an n x m matrix with r e a l  en t r i e s .  Let x be an 
m-vector; y, an n-vector; Q/ = i n f  I( Ax - y\I. 
xo f o r  Ax = y i s  xo = A'y where A+ i s  the  p-inverse of A.  
vector s a t i s f i e s  
Then the  minimal vector 
X 
This 
38) I(& - yII = a, and i f  i s  such t h a t  x # xo and 
- Y I I  = cy, then > I I x o I I .  
39) x0 R ( A ' ) .  
40) 
These results a re  a s l i g h t  reformulation of those found i n  
& = pro j  (y; R ( A ) ) .  
Albert (Ref.  2 ) .  
Albert, summarizes the main applications of the p-inverse. 
Theorem IV.8 
41) 
The following theorem, which i s  t o  be found i n  
Let A be an n x m matrix with column vectors AI,  ..., Am. 
Then, i f  L(A1, ..., Am) = R(A) i s  the  space spanned by these 
vectors, yo = 
42) 
43) 
+ proj  (y; L(A1, . . . , Am)) = AA y. 
y1 = proj  (y; N(A')) = (I-AAf)y 
x minimizes I b -y I I  if and only if there  i s  a z such t h a t  
+ - x = A'y + ( I - A  A)Z .  
I n  closing t h i s  section, we observe t h a t  there  a re  a t  l e a s t  
three a l te rna t ive  methods of defining the p-inverse At of a matrix A.  





The p-inverse A of A is t h e  unique matrix such that 
+ + f o r  any m-vector y, Ay 8 R(A'), and A y minimizes Ax = y. 
45) The p-inverse A+ i s  t h e  unique matrix sa t i s fy ing  
32) - 35). 
Albert (Ref. 2) uses another equivalent de f in i t i on  which we 
give as 
Theorem IV.10. 
For any n x m matrix A, 
where A'A + €1 w i l l  always be inver t ib le  i f  I € 1  i s  l e s s  than the 
absolute value of t h e  smallest non-zero charac te r i s t ic  value of A'A. 
V. COMPUTATION OF T€lE PSEUDO-INVERSE 
Having discussed at length the geometric applications of 
the p-inverse, it seems desirable to have at hand an economical 
method for its computation, 
it suffices to find the p-inverse of matrices of the form A'A. 
The following theorem shows that it suffices, in fact, to find an 
arbitrary g.i. of a matrix of the form A'A. 
Theorem V.l. 
In view of property 27) of section IV, 
If A is symmetric, then A' = A[(A2)gA]2 where (A2)g is an 
arbitrary g.i. of A2. 
Proof 
This is a straightforward application of Penrose's method for 
the computation of the p-inverse. 
We solve 1) WA = A and 
2 
2) A2Y = A. 
A solution of 1) is w0 = A(A~)~, and a solution of 2) is 
yo = ( ~ 2 1 ~ ~ .  
Then 
A+ = wo A yo = A(A~)~A(A~)~A 
2 g  2 = AC(A ) AI . Q.E.D. 
Now suppose A = H'H. 
Since A2 = (H'H) (H 'H) = (H'H) '(H 'H), we have reduced the problem 
to that of finding the g.i. of a matrix of the form H'H. 
Then to find A', all we need to find is (A2)g. 
Let us remark that in the proof of the existence of a g.i. A'
of an arbitrary matrix, we showed how to compute one. Our method 
involved a row reduction, i.e. pre-multiplication by a non-singular 
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matrix P, and a column reduction, i.e. post multiplication by a 
non-singular matrix Q. 
Rao has shown (Ref. 23) t h a t  when A i s  of the form H'H, we may 
row-reduce A by pre-multiplication by a non-singular matrix P, 
and t h a t  P i s  a g.i .  of A, i .e. APA = A. Applying t h i s  t o  the 
above theorem, we see that finding (AIA)g involves only ordinary 
row reduction. 
D e f t n  i t i o n  
To prove Rao's result we need some additional terminology. 
We say t h a t  the n x n matrix A has the row-reduced zero 
property (A has r . r .z .p . )  i f  i t s  row reduced echelon form has the 
property t h a t  when i t s  i t h  diagonal element i s  zero, i t s  ith - row 
i s  composed only of zeros. 
Lema V . l .  (Rao) 
Let A be an n x n matrix with r .r .2.p.  Let R be i t s  row 
reduced echelon form. 
PA = R. Then 
Le t  P be a non-singular matrix such t h a t  
3) R i s  idempotent; i . e .  R2 = R. 
4) A R = R  
5) 
6) 
APA = A, and hence P i s  a g . i .  of A. 
A necessary and suf f ic ien t  condition t h a t  Ax = y 
be consistent i s  t h a t  i f  the r l t h ,  rzth,  ... coordinates 
of Py must be nul l .  
A general solution of Ax = y i s  Py + (I - PA)z 
where z i s  arb2trary. 
7 )  
Proof 
3 )  Let R = [r. .I Let R~ = R - R  = c = [c. .I. Then =J, 1 J  
c = L rik rkj i j  
k=l 
W e  have three cases 
Then 
Case 1: i > j 
j n 
c i j  =l r i k  rk j  + r ikrkj  
k=l  k= j+l  
Case 2: L e t  i = j be fixed. Then e i t h e r  r = 1 or r = 0 .  33 j j  
If r 
the  j t h  column of R. 
= 1, then r = 0 f o r  ,L # j, i . e .  f o r  a l l  o ther  e n t r i e s  i n  
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-
Then the  j t h  column of C i s  the  same as the j t h  column of  R.  - -
If r i j  = 0, the j t h  - row of R i s  composed only of zeros. 
same i s  true of the j t h  row of C .  
Hence, t he  
-
Thus r = c f o r  a l l  i 2 j .  
Case 3:  Now l e t  rij be f ixed where i < j .  Then r # 0 
i j  i j  
i j  
if and only i f  rii = 1 and r = 0. This implies t h a t  c = r j j  i j  i j .  
T ~ U S  R2 = R.  
4) PA = R + A  = P-lR = P-l R'R = AR. 
5) We have APA = AR = A. 
6 )  See H o f f m a n  and Kunze (Ref. l7), Chapter 1. 
7) This follows f r o m  Corollary 11.2. Q.E.D. 
Theorem V .2. (Rohde) 
If  A = H'H where H i s  any matrix, then A has the  row reduced 
zero property and hence the r e su l t s  of lemma V . l .  a re  t rue  for  A. 
Proof 
We prove th i s  by induction on the  dimension of A. 
Let A = H'H be an n x n matrix, and assume t h a t  t he  result i s  
t rue  f o r  a l l  matrices B of the  form B = S ' S  where dimensior, B < n. 
We may begin t o  row reduce A.  Suppose tha t  we have completed row 
reduction o f  the  first i-1 rows, and we wish t o  continue with the 
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reduction of the i t h  row. Let  us see what we have done. -
We s t a r t ed  with A which we can write as  follows: 
A =  
where H1 i s  the matrix o f t h e  first i-1 columns of A, x i  i s  the 
i t h  column of A, and H2 i s  the matrix of the remaining columns of A. -
We f i rs t  observe that  the f i - 1 )  x (i-1) matrix H1'H1 s a t i s f i e s  
Thus, i f  w e  row reduce HI'H1, we do t h i s  
With this 
our inductive hypothesis. 
by pre-multiplication by a non-singular matrix ( H 1 ' H l I g .  
comment it should be c l ea r  t ha t  the non-singular matrix which has 
row reduced the f i r s t  i-1 rows of A is 
0 1 0 
Now t h a t  we wish t o  work w i t h  the i t h  row of A, l e t  us do t h i s  -
i n  d e t a i l .  W e  have put A i n  the form 
Hl"2 
xi'H1 x i ' x i  xi'H2 
Hz'H1 H2'x.i Hz'H2 1 o 6 H l ' H 1  Hl 'xi  0 1 0  6 0 1  
To reduce the ith row of this matrix, we pre-multiply by -




Now we assume f = 0, and we wish to show that g = 0. We have that i i 
By Corollary IV.l., H1(H1lH1)gH1 is symmetric and idempotent, hence, 
so is 
I - H ~ ( H ~  ~ H ~ ) ~ H ~  1 
Thus 
~xir(I-H1(HlrHl)%I11)H2 = 0 
-0 = x~'H~-x~'H~(H~'H~)~H~'H~ = gi 
Since this is true f o r  i < n, A has r .r .2.p.  Q.E.D. 
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Let  us recapi tu la te  b r i e f ly .  To f ind  a 
t o  n x n matrix A = H'H, we merely adjoin I n 
t A h J  
Then we row reduce t h i s  matrix and ge t  
[AgA lAg] 
g. i .  of the  
the r i g h t  of A t o  ge t  
T o  consolidate our computational method, we have 
Theorem V.3 .  
Let A be an a r b i t r a r y  n x m matrix. Then 
A+ = (A 'A)+A~ = A ~ ( A A ' ) +  
ana (A'A)+ = A'A W A ~ A ) ~ ) ~ A ~ A Y  
Thus A+ = A'A [((A'A)2)gAtA]2A' 
and 
a similar formula holds involving AAt. Th i s  method involves s i x  
matrix mult ipl icat ions and one row reduction. 
So far, the simplest method we have seen f o r  finding the g . i .  
of an a r b i t r a r y  matrix involves a row reduction, column reduction, 
and two matrix mult ipl icat ions (Theorem II. 2. ) . The following 
method, due t o  Frame (Ref. ll), shows 
an n x m matrix A by l i t t l e  mare than 
Definit ion 
t h a t  we may f ind  a g . i .  of 
ordinary row reduction. 
8) The distinguished columns of the n x m matrix A of rank s, 
are  those l i n e a r l y  independent columns which a re  obtained by 
s t a r t i n g  a t  the f i r s t  column on the l e f t ,  moving t o  the r igh t ,  and 
delet ing any column which i s  a l inear  combination of the columns 
preceding it. 
9) A i s  said t o  have the rank fac tor iza t ion  A = BC where B 
i s  the submatrix of the distinguished columns of A i n  t h e i r  na tura l  
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order, and C i s  the submatrix of the  t o p  s rows of t h e  row reduced 
echelon form R of  A. 
We note t h a t  rk  A = rk B = r k  C y  and t h a t  every matrix has a 
unique rank fac tor iza t ion .  
Now we keep A an n x m matrix of rank s .  Let L be an n x n 
non-singular matrix such that  LA = R, where R i s  the  row reduced 
echelon form of A.  
and C be the submatrix of the top  s rows of R .  Let L2 be the sub- 
matrix of the remaining rows of R .  
only of  zeros. 
we l e t  V be the submatrix of the other columns of C i n  t h e i r  o r ig ina l  
order, then, wri t ing t h e  s x m par t i t ioned  matrix [ I s l V ]  , we see 
t h a t  we may interchange co3_umns i n  [IslV] t o  ge t  back t o  C .  Let t ing 
P be the  matrix obtained by interchanging the  appropriate columns of 
Let L1 be the  submatrix of the  top  s rows of L, 
The other  rows of C are composed 
The distinguished columns of C are  those of Is. If  
we have C = [IslV]P. Now, we may wri te  P = E] where the  s x m 
'my 
matrix PI consis ts  of  the  distinguished columns of C y  and the  ( m  - s )  
x m matrix P2 consis ts  of t he  other rows of the iden t i ty .  Because of 
t he  way we have chosen P = [EJ we have t h a t  PI-. 
c = [ IS lV-J  1gj = P1 + VP2 
and 
P-I = P I  = [ p l f l p 2 q  
We assert t h a t  the  n x s matrix B = AP1' consis ts  exact ly  of the 
distinguished columns of A. Let us see why t h i s  i s  so.  The m x s 
matrix PI' has as i t s  columns some of the columns of Im. 
non-zero columns of PI are  the  distinguished columns of C y  they occur 
i n  the same posit ions as the  distinguished columns of A. 
Since the 
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That is ,  the j t h  column of PI i s  non-zero i f  and only i f  the  j t h  --
column. of A i s  a distinguished c o l ~  of A.  Now t he  i ,j= en t ry  
of P1 i s  non-zero i f  and only i f  t he  i t h  row of P1 i s  e = 
IO,. . ,O , l j , O ,  . .O]. 
product i s  t h e  jthcolumn of A, s ince the i t h  - column of t h i s  product 
i s  j u s t  A times the  i t h  column of PI', which is  [O..O,l 
3 -
When we multiply , t he  i t h  - column of this 
- 
O..Ol'. 3' -
Using the  f a c t  tha t  B = A F l '  i s  t h e  mat.rix of t h e  s distinguished 
c o l m s  of A, we  see t h a t  A has the  rank fac tor iza t ion  A = BC = 
We s t a t e  t h i s  formally with another ObsErvation as 
Theorem V.4 .  
Let A be an n x m matrix of rank s. Let L, C, by L2, PI, P2 
be defined as above. Then the  matrix A' = P1 'L1 is  a re f lex ive  g.i .  
of A; i . e .  A' satisfies A A ~ A  = A, and A ~ A A ~  = A ~ .  
Proof 
r By the above argument, we conclude t h a t  Ar s a t i s f i e s  AA A = A. 
Further,  by the s t ruc ture  of PI', we see t h a t  P1'& has as i t s  
Eon-zero rows exact ly  the  rows of L1, which are l i n e a r l y  independent. 
Hence rk PI 'L1 = rk L1 = s = rk  A. Thus, by Theorem m.3., PI 'h 
i s  an r-inverse of A. Q.E.D. 
The following coro l la ry  is also due t o  Frame. 
Corollary V.l. 
Let the equation Ax = y be consistent where A i s  an n x m matrix 
of rk  s. Then the most general solution i s  given by 
x = Pl'LlY + (P2' - P1'V)Z 




All we need prove i s  t h a t  every vector (I-AgA)zi can be wri t ten 
as (P2' - P1 V)z. Since A(I-AgA) = 0, we have that  C(I-AgA) = 0 .  
L e t  us then determine the form of those matrices S such t h a t  
CS = 0. We have tha t  C = rIr\V]P. Hence the  mx(m-s) matrix A, = 
p '  r -; 
of must belong t o  N(C). But rk  = m-s = dim N(C) since 
] i s  such tha t  C& = 0. We then have t h a t  the columns 
m- s 
d i m  N(C) + rk C = m. Thus, column space & = N(C). Now, since 
column space (1 
vector z such t h a t  (I-A A)zl = &Z = (P2' - PI' V)z. 
- AgA) C N(C) = column space A,, there i s  an ( m - s )  
g Q.E.D. 
TG help c l a r i fy  the ideas of Frame's method, we present the 
following example. 
Consider the system of equations 
x1 + 2x2 + 2 X q + X 5  = 0 
+ X 5  = 1 x3 
2x1 + 4x2 + 2x3 + 4x4 + 5x5 = 0 
which we write as Ax = y. 
0 0 1 0 1  
2 4 1 4 4  
1 2 0 2 1  / I  2 4 2 4 5  
Writing [A\y\ 14] gives 
2 4 1 4 4  
1 2 0 2 1  
0 0 1 0 1  I -1 0 
0 - 
1 0 0 0 1  
0 1 0 0  
0 O l O ]  
0 0 0 1  
Row reduction yields 
1 2 0 2 0  
0 0 1 0 0  
0 0 0 0 1  L 0 0 0 0 0  -2 3 -2 0 
- 
- 1 3 1 0  
- 1 2 2 0  
1 -2 -1 0 
1 0 - 1  1 
 
-f Hence vz see that. the system is consistent. 
so 
P =  
1 0  
0 0 0  
~~~ 0 1 0  
L1 =-1 [ 1 3 q  1 -2 -1 2 0 ; V = E i  
Hence 
Ar = Pi ‘L1 = 
0 0 0  




P2’ - PI’V = [ i ;] 
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Hence the  most general  solut ion t o  Ax = y $S 
X = - 1 2 2 0  1"1"'1n+ [;-I [q 
0 0 0 0  
1 -2 -1 0 0 0  
where z = i s  arbitrary. 
We should comment here t h a t  although we may completely analyze 
the  system of l i n e a r  equations Ax = 
t h i s  i s  often not the best  way of doing so. mere i s  a w e l l -  
established method f o r  determining whether o r  not the system 
Ax = y i s  consis tent .  
the  column vector y t o  the matrix A t o  obtain [Aly], and row- 
reducing th i s  "augmented" matrix. 
s i s t e n t  i f  and only i f  rk  [Aly] = r k  A, and when it i s  consistent,  
we may f i n d  a general  solut ion as i s  shown i n  (Ref. 17). The case 
where the  g . i . ' s  are of p rac t i ca l  use i s  when the system Ax = y i s  
inconsistent.  
method f o r  finding the g . i .  of A t A  o r  a g . i .  of (A'A)2. 
then eas i ly  compute A . 
y through the use of g . i . ' s ,  
This method ( R e f .  17) consis ts  of adjoining 
The system Ax = y w i l l  be con- 
We then work with At& = A'y, and we may use Rao's 
We may 
+ 






g . i .  
AY B Y  XY y 
In  
X Y  YY 
implies 
i s  equivalent t o  
belongs to ,  o r  i s  a member of 
is  a subset of 
s e t  union 
s e t  in te rsec t ion  
xn} the  co l lec t ion  
generalized inverse 
c a p i t d  letters t o  denote matrices 
the nxn i d e n t i t y  matrix 
small l e t t e r s  a t  end of alphabet 
denote vectors. 
small l e t t e r s  a t  beginning of  
alphabet o r  smal l  greek l e t t e r s  
denote real numbers. 
the orthogonal project ion of the 
vector y on the subspace W. 
the inner  product of the vector x 
with the vector y. 
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